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KEY=STUDENT - ALEXIS BROOKLYNN
RAMONA QUIMBY, AGE 8 - LITERATURE KIT GR. 3-4
Classroom Complete Press Your students will relate to this coming-of-age story ﬁlled with diﬃculties at school and at home.
Educators can start their unit on this novel right away with ready-made questions and writing activities. Replace vocabulary words
with their synonyms to complete the sentences. Match characters to their descriptions. Evaluate the concept of consequences by
brainstorming some other outcomes to Ramona's behavior. Describe a time when an uncomfortable conversation was necessary in
order to 'clear the air'. Record stages of a favorite science experiment in 3 stages. Create a Story Star Maker, detailing the who, what,
where, when , why, and how of the story. Aligned to your State Standards and written to Bloom's Taxonomy, additional crossword,
word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel: Ramona is a typical eight-year-old, but growing
up is not easy! For instance, a new fad begins at school where the children whack hard-boiled eggs on their heads before they eat
them. Unluckily for Ramona, she accidentally ends up wearing raw egg on her head – this is not her favorite day! She also must deal
with the challenges of being with a four-year-old after school, her older sister’s moods, her father quitting his job and studying full
time, the family car breaking down, and her family’s ﬁnancial troubles. By the end of this entertaining story, Ramona has come to
terms with a few things and is just a little bit more mature.

THE TRUMPET OF THE SWAN - LITERATURE KIT GR. 3-4
Classroom Complete Press See how hard work and perseverance can help someone overcome their shortcomings. The higher level
questioning in this comprehensive novel study works great with small groups. Students are prompted to think about their future and
imagine what they want to be when they grow up. Put events in the order they occur when Sam meets the swans. Describe what the
teacher's ﬁrst reaction to Louis was when he decided to go to school. Predict how the campers will react to Louis. Students write a
poem about something they love, similar to what Sam did for the Head Man at the zoo. Label and describe the diﬀerent parts that
make up the anatomy of a Trumpeter Swan. Aligned to your State Standards and written to Bloom's Taxonomy, additional crossword,
word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel: The Trumpet of the Swan tells the story of a
young swan without the ability to talk. Louis is a trumpeter swan. Unfortunately, he is unable to talk to other swans. Louis decides he
needs to learn how to read and write so that he can properly communicate. He goes to his human friend, Sam, for help. Sam takes
Louis to school with him, where he learns how to read and write, and is gifted with a slate and piece of chalk. When he returns to his
family, Louis quickly learns that this method won't work, as other swans can't read what he writes on his board. In an eﬀort to help his
son, Louis' father steals a trumpet from a local music store. Finally, Louis is able to trumpet like the rest of the swans. However, now
he faces a new problem—his father is a thief. Louis decides to leave the nest in an eﬀort to earn enough money to pay for the stolen
trumpet and restore his father's honor. What follows is a series of events that entwine Louis in the lives of several humans.

LITTLE HOUSE ON THE PRAIRIE - LITERATURE KIT GR. 3-4
Classroom Complete Press Find out what life on the prairie was really like with this retelling of actual events. The thorough and
comprehensive questions are great for small group work. Students put themselves in Laura's shoes as she experiences the hardships
of living on the prairie. Test student comprehension of key vocabulary words found in the novel. Students explore what they learn
about life on the prairie, particularly with how Pa builds the log cabin. Challenge students to describe Laura's surroundings while living
on the prairie. Reenact your favorite scene from the novel in small groups. Complete a story map graphic organizer, following the
events that take place during Laura's time on the prairie. Aligned to your State Standards and written to Bloom's Taxonomy, additional
crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel: Little House on the Prairie follows
one family's journey to a new home and new beginnings. Laura lives in a house in the Big Woods. But the area is becoming too
crowded. Her father decides to uproot and move out to the prairies, where the land is vast and plentiful. On their journey, the family
must cross two great rivers before the ice melts. They camp out alone with very little between them and their harsh environment.
Soon they arrive on the prairie and choose a place to settle. But their hardships don't end there. While they build their new log cabin
and get used to their surroundings, the family must survive illness, ﬁres, wolves, and an increasing native population. As they ﬁnally
settle in and prepare to plant their ﬁrst crop, the family's year living on the prairie comes to an end. Little House on the Prairie is an
educational story about what life was like in the American Midwest during the 19th century.

MAPPING SKILLS WITH GOOGLE EARTH GR. PK-2
Classroom Complete Press Teach your students the basics of map reading with our engaging resource designed for students in
grades prekindergarten to two. Start with the elements found on a map, such as symbols, legends and the compass rose. Then, have
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your students apply what they’ve learned by mapping their classroom and route to school. Move on to the Great Lakes of North
America and the seven continents and four oceans of the world. Our resource gives students the necessary building blocks to continue
with the study of mapping skills. Comprised of reading passages, map activities, crossword, word search, comprehension quiz, and
test prep, our resource incorporates curriculum-based lessons with Google Earth™ so students can further understand the basics of
map reading with the help of visual and interactive technology. All of our content is aligned to your State Standards and are written to
Bloom's Taxonomy.

SARAH, PLAIN AND TALL - LITERATURE KIT GR. 3-4
Classroom Complete Press In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we divide the novel by chapters or sections and feature
reading comprehension and vocabulary questions. In every chapter, we include Before You Read and After You Read questions. The
Before You Read activities prepare students for reading by setting a purpose for reading. They stimulate background knowledge and
experience, and guide students to make connections between what they know and what they will learn. The After You Read activities
check students' comprehension and extend their learning. Students are asked to give thoughtful consideration of the text through
creative and evaluative short-answer questions and journal prompts. Also included are writing tasks, graphic organizers,
comprehension quiz, test prep, word search, and crossword to further develop students' critical thinking and writing skills, and
analysis of the text. About the Novel: A story ﬁlled with wisdom, gentle humor and the practical concerns necessary for a satisfying
life. This Newbery Medal winner story is based on the true adventures of a family living on the vast prairie in the early years of the
20th century. The story begins when Anna and Caleb, missing their mother who died, wish for another woman to make their father
laugh again. Sarah responds to an ad, stating she will come by train, wearing a yellow bonnet and that she is plain and tall. And into
their lives comes Sarah, with her own needful loneliness and searching, to help them create a whole family. But life on the endless
prairie can be hard and unforgiving, taking all a person's strength and courage just to survive. All of our content is aligned to your
State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

MAPPING SKILLS WITH GOOGLE EARTH: MAP YOUR COMMUNITY
Classroom Complete Press **This is the chapter slice "Map Your Community" from the full lesson plan "Mapping Skills with Google
Earth"** Teach your students the basics of map reading with our engaging resource designed for students in grades prekindergarten
to two. Start with the elements found on a map, such as symbols, legends and the compass rose. Then, have your students apply
what they’ve learned by mapping their classroom and route to school. Move on to the Great Lakes of North America and the seven
continents and four oceans of the world. Our resource gives students the necessary building blocks to continue with the study of
mapping skills. Comprised of reading passages, map activities, crossword, word search and comprehension quiz, our resource
incorporates curriculum-based lessons with Google Earth™ so students can further understand the basics of map reading with the
help of visual and interactive technology. All of our content meets the Common Core State Standards and are written to Bloom's
Taxonomy.

MAPPING SKILLS WITH GOOGLE EARTH: MAP YOUR CONTINENT
Classroom Complete Press **This is the chapter slice "Map Your Continent" from the full lesson plan "Mapping Skills with Google
Earth"** Teach your students the basics of map reading with our engaging resource designed for students in grades prekindergarten
to two. Start with the elements found on a map, such as symbols, legends and the compass rose. Then, have your students apply
what they’ve learned by mapping their classroom and route to school. Move on to the Great Lakes of North America and the seven
continents and four oceans of the world. Our resource gives students the necessary building blocks to continue with the study of
mapping skills. Comprised of reading passages, map activities, crossword, word search and comprehension quiz, our resource
incorporates curriculum-based lessons with Google Earth™ so students can further understand the basics of map reading with the
help of visual and interactive technology. All of our content meets the Common Core State Standards and are written to Bloom's
Taxonomy.

MAPPING SKILLS WITH GOOGLE EARTH: MAP YOUR CLASSROOM
Classroom Complete Press **This is the chapter slice "Map Your Classroom" from the full lesson plan "Mapping Skills with Google
Earth"** Teach your students the basics of map reading with our engaging resource designed for students in grades prekindergarten
to two. Start with the elements found on a map, such as symbols, legends and the compass rose. Then, have your students apply
what they’ve learned by mapping their classroom and route to school. Move on to the Great Lakes of North America and the seven
continents and four oceans of the world. Our resource gives students the necessary building blocks to continue with the study of
mapping skills. Comprised of reading passages, map activities, crossword, word search and comprehension quiz, our resource
incorporates curriculum-based lessons with Google Earth™ so students can further understand the basics of map reading with the
help of visual and interactive technology. All of our content meets the Common Core State Standards and are written to Bloom's
Taxonomy.

MAPPING SKILLS WITH GOOGLE EARTH: MAP THE WORLD
Classroom Complete Press **This is the chapter slice "Map the World" from the full lesson plan "Mapping Skills with Google Earth"**
Teach your students the basics of map reading with our engaging resource designed for students in grades prekindergarten to two.
Start with the elements found on a map, such as symbols, legends and the compass rose. Then, have your students apply what
they’ve learned by mapping their classroom and route to school. Move on to the Great Lakes of North America and the seven
continents and four oceans of the world. Our resource gives students the necessary building blocks to continue with the study of
mapping skills. Comprised of reading passages, map activities, crossword, word search and comprehension quiz, our resource
incorporates curriculum-based lessons with Google Earth™ so students can further understand the basics of map reading with the
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help of visual and interactive technology. All of our content meets the Common Core State Standards and are written to Bloom's
Taxonomy.

MAPPING SKILLS WITH GOOGLE EARTH: HOW TO READ A MAP
Classroom Complete Press **This is the chapter slice "How to Read a Map" from the full lesson plan "Mapping Skills with Google
Earth"** Teach your students the basics of map reading with our engaging resource designed for students in grades prekindergarten
to two. Start with the elements found on a map, such as symbols, legends and the compass rose. Then, have your students apply
what they’ve learned by mapping their classroom and route to school. Move on to the Great Lakes of North America and the seven
continents and four oceans of the world. Our resource gives students the necessary building blocks to continue with the study of
mapping skills. Comprised of reading passages, map activities, crossword, word search and comprehension quiz, our resource
incorporates curriculum-based lessons with Google Earth™ so students can further understand the basics of map reading with the
help of visual and interactive technology. All of our content meets the Common Core State Standards and are written to Bloom's
Taxonomy.

MAPPING SKILLS WITH GOOGLE EARTH: MAP YOUR ROUTE TO SCHOOL
Classroom Complete Press **This is the chapter slice "Map Your Route to School" from the full lesson plan "Mapping Skills with
Google Earth"** Teach your students the basics of map reading with our engaging resource designed for students in grades
prekindergarten to two. Start with the elements found on a map, such as symbols, legends and the compass rose. Then, have your
students apply what they’ve learned by mapping their classroom and route to school. Move on to the Great Lakes of North America
and the seven continents and four oceans of the world. Our resource gives students the necessary building blocks to continue with the
study of mapping skills. Comprised of reading passages, map activities, crossword, word search and comprehension quiz, our resource
incorporates curriculum-based lessons with Google Earth™ so students can further understand the basics of map reading with the
help of visual and interactive technology. All of our content meets the Common Core State Standards and are written to Bloom's
Taxonomy.

THE HIGHER POWER OF LUCKY - LITERATURE KIT GR. 5-6
Classroom Complete Press In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we divide the novel by chapters or sections and feature
reading comprehension and vocabulary questions. In every chapter, we include Before You Read and After You Read questions. The
Before You Read activities prepare students for reading by setting a purpose for reading. They stimulate background knowledge and
experience, and guide students to make connections between what they know and what they will learn. The After You Read activities
check students' comprehension and extend their learning. Students are asked to give thoughtful consideration of the text through
creative and evaluative short-answer questions and journal prompts. Also included are writing tasks, graphic organizers,
comprehension quiz, test prep, word search, and crossword to further develop students' critical thinking and writing skills, and
analysis of the text. About the Novel: In a small town in the California desert, a 10-year-old girl named Lucky is looked after by her
new guardian Brigitte, after her mother dies. Worried that her new guardian will abandon her, Lucky seeks help from her "Higher
Power." After discovering three "signs" to leave, Lucky runs away with her dog during a sandstorm. During this great misadventure,
she inadvertently saves the life of a child. Their relationship is resolved when Brigitte reveals she is not moving away. All of our
content is aligned to your State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

MY SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN - LITERATURE KIT GR. 5-6
Classroom Complete Press Discover the loneliness that comes with a solitary and independent life. The quizzes and activity pages
make this resource accessible for all students. Students choose their own animal to become their faithful companion, much like
Frightful is to Sam. Elaborate on Sam's realization that he is low in vitamin C by researching other vitamins and explaining what they
provide to the human body. Test comprehension with multiple choice questions that ask about how Sam spends Christmas on the
mountain. Predict how long it will be before Sam sees his father again. Identify the diﬀerent relationships Sam makes with both
animals and other people during his time in the Catskill Mountains. Aligned to your State Standards, additional crossword, word
search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel: My Side of the Mountain follows one boy's journey
into the wilderness and the most unlikely realization he ﬁnds there. Sam Gribley is an adolescent boy who lives in a small New York
City apartment with eight brothers and sisters. He hates feeling trapped and dreams of living in the wide open space that only the
wilderness can provide. He decides then to run away to his grandfather's abandoned farm in the Catskill Mountains. On the way, Sam
recounts how he survives a snowstorm and befriends a falcon and weasel. He learns many skills from people he meets on his journey
that will help him to survive his independent lifestyle. However, Sam ﬁnds his solitude more lonesome than he thought, and soon
yearns for human interaction. This coming-of-age story follows the mental and physical growth of a young boy as he discovers who he
really is.

OWLS IN THE FAMILY - LITERATURE KIT GR. 3-4
Classroom Complete Press In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we divide the novel by chapters or sections and feature
reading comprehension and vocabulary questions. In every chapter, we include Before You Read and After You Read questions. The
Before You Read activities prepare students for reading by setting a purpose for reading. They stimulate background knowledge and
experience, and guide students to make connections between what they know and what they will learn. The After You Read activities
check students' comprehension and extend their learning. Students are asked to give thoughtful consideration of the text through
creative and evaluative short-answer questions and journal prompts. Also included are writing tasks, graphic organizers,
comprehension quiz, test prep, word search, and crossword to further develop students' critical thinking and writing skills, and
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analysis of the text. About the Novel: This is one of Farley Mowat’s funniest books about a boy and two rescued owls named Wol and
Weeps. Billy loves all animals. He has rats, mice, over thirty gophers and two dogs. It only seems natural that Billy and his friends
search the sloughs and bluﬀs to ﬁnd owlets. The boys rescue a pair of owlets from an untimely death and end up keeping them for
over three years. The adventures Billy, his friends and the owls have together are not typical. Participating in the local Pet Parade,
owls following him to school and having an owl arrive for dinner with a skunk are only a few funny incidents in Owls in the Family. The
story is a hoot! All of our content is aligned to your State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

WRINGER - LITERATURE KIT GR. 5-6
Classroom Complete Press Find the power to stand up for yourself and what you believe in. Students will become highly-engaged in
the activities presented in this resource. Make predictions about what will happen in the following chapters based on what you know
of the characters so far. Describe how Palmer felt about pigeons based on his reactions from the ﬁrst two Pigeon Days. Answer
multiple choice questions about Palmer's experience with his friends. Retell Palmer's reasons for not wanting to be a wringer as he
tells them to Dorothy. Create a poem that describes Palmer's actions throughout the story. Describe three important settings from the
novel and discuss some of the important plot events that happened at each of them. Aligned to your State Standards, additional
crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel: Wringer teaches students the
importance of self conﬁdence and standing up against bullying. Palmer LaRue dreads the day he will turn ten years old. When he was
just four years old, he witnessed his ﬁrst Pigeon Day—a yearly celebration that takes place during Family Fest in the small town of
Waymer. On this day, ﬁve thousand pigeons are shot. Traumatized by what he saw, Palmer forever feared the day he would turn ten
and become a wringer. A wringer is someone who wrings the neck of wounded pigeons. Nearing his tenth birthday, Palmer falls in with
a group of bullies who hate pigeons more than anything. At ﬁrst, Palmer is proud of his new friendship, but that all changes when he
befriends a pigeon. Wringer highlights Palmer’s struggle between what his friends think and what he feels is right.

MAPPING SKILLS WITH GOOGLE EARTH BIG BOOK GR. PK-8
Classroom Complete Press Our combined resource teaches the skills of map reading starting with the basics to the more advanced.
Combining the curriculum-based lessons for grades prekindergarten to eight, our resource highlights the elements of map reading
from symbols and the compass rose to lines of latitude, longitude and time zones. Students will learn the basics of map reading,
starting with a general overview of the continents and countries, then becoming more speciﬁc with topographic and choropleth maps.
Comprised of reading passages, map activities, crossword, word search, comprehension quiz, and test prep, our resource incorporates
curriculum-based lessons with Google Earth™ so students can further understand the complexities of map reading with the help of
visual and interactive technology. All of our content is aligned to your State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

THE LIGHTNING THIEF - LITERATURE KIT GR. 5-6
Classroom Complete Press Be encouraged to rise above failure and show just what you're made of. The provided Before and After
reading activities really help to build student's reading comprehension. Make connections between the novel and well-known Greek
myths by identifying the signiﬁcance of the three old ladies Percy sees knitting. Make predictions about the plot by deciding whether
Percy will ﬁnd out about his parentage. Go back through the novel and make a list of clues that show the author's use of
foreshadowing. Put key events from the novel in the order they occurred as Percy learns about his quest. Compare the Greek gods
from the novel with their Roman counterparts. Detail some of the ways the gods of Olympus inﬂuenced events in the story, and how
these inﬂuences impacted plot development. Aligned to your State Standards, additional crossword, word search, comprehension quiz
and answer key are also included. About the Novel: The Lightning Thief follows the mythical adventures of a young boy with a
legendary destiny. Twelve-year-old Percy Jackson is close to being kicked out of another boarding school. But his real concern is the
ﬁgures from Greek mythology who seem intent on killing him. On a school trip, Percy is attacked by one of his chaperones. He learns
this person is really a Fury—a Greek deity of vengeance. With a magic sword tossed to him by his Latin teacher, Percy successfully
kills the creature. He soon learns that he is, in fact, a demigod—half human and half Greek god. He makes his way to a summer camp
for other demigods. Here he learns of his true parentage and why he struggles so much in school. Things get even stranger for Percy
when he is thrust into a quest that can either save the world, or doom him forever.

FRINDLE - LITERATURE KIT GR. 3-4
Classroom Complete Press Make learning about words fun again with a clever tale about a boy who invents a new word for the
dictionary. Our resource is ready-made, saving you time when preparing a lesson plan for this novel. Set a purpose for reading by
establishing which vocabulary words students are not familiar with. Show your comprehension of the novel with multiple choice
questions. In a journal prompt, use your critical thinking skills to predict what career Nick will have when he grows up. Understand the
diﬀerence between similes and metaphors by writing your own in a writing task. Share your favorite part of the story by drawing a
cartoon strip. Aligned to your State Standards and written to Bloom's Taxonomy, additional crossword, word search, comprehension
quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel: Frindle is the story of a clever, time-wasting schemer’s innovative plan to
create his own word for the dictionary. Ten-year-old Nick Allen has a reputation for developing ingenious plans that distract teachers.
For the ﬁrst time ever, his diversions fail to create the desired results in Mrs. Granger’s ﬁfth grade language arts class. Instead of
distracting her, he ends up with an extra assignment and oral presentation on how new entries are added to the dictionary.
Surprisingly, the boring assignment leads to Nick’s most clever idea yet when he decides to create his own new word—frindle. Nick
recruits ﬁve fellow students to support his eﬀorts in changing the name of pen to frindle. Their insistence on referring to pens as
frindles causes a major commotion when Mrs. Granger’s passion for vocabulary and strict emphasis on the correct use of language
result in a battle of wills that threatens to disrupt the whole school. Their war of words spreads beyond the school resulting in afterschool punishments, a home visit from the principal, national publicity, economic opportunities for local businessmen, and, eventually
inclusion in the dictionary.
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THE VIKING PRINCESS (NOVEL STUDY)
Rainbow Horizons Publishing The Viking Princess is about a twelve-year-old girl named Edith Valgardsdottir, who is expected to
tend the family’s sheep and clear rocks from her father’s ﬁelds. But Edith dreams of exploring glorious new worlds, and becoming a
leader of her people. Trapped aboard a Viking ship, Edith suddenly has the unwelcomed opportunity of being among the ﬁrst of her
village to explore the far-oﬀ coast of Markland (Labrador). That is, if she can survive her ﬁrst encounters with the crew of the Signe.
Capture ﬁrst-hand the ﬂavor and spirit of life with the Norsemen. This Novel Study provides a teacher and student section with a
variety of activities, chapter questions, crossword, word search, and answer key to create a well-rounded lesson plan.

STONE FOX - LITERATURE KIT GR. 3-4
Classroom Complete Press Students are introduced to the concept of sacriﬁce and how it's necessary to protect one's livelihood.
The activities within this resource engage the reader and provide clarity of the subject matter. Identify statements about
Grandfather's farm as true or false. Reﬂect on events that happen in a chapter, like what time do Searchlight and Willy race down
main street. Make predictions on events that will happen in the story. Complete some online research to explain why Stone Fox might
react to people in Willy's town a certain way. Explore the concept of selﬂess acts and ﬁnd an example of it in the novel. Discuss how
the supporting characters in the story impact the major characters. Aligned to your State Standards and written to Bloom's Taxonomy,
additional crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel: Stone Fox follows the
sacriﬁces Willy must make in order to save his Grandfather's farm. Willy lives with his Grandfather and dog, Searchlight, on a potato
farm. Grandfather likes to play jokes on Willy. One day, Grandfather doesn't get out of bed. Willy calls for the doctor, who examines
Grandfather and concludes that nothing is wrong with him, other than losing the will to live. When a tax collector comes to the farm,
Willy learns that Grandfather will lose his home if they don't come up with the $500 he owes. Unable to get a bank loan, Willy decides
to use his college fund to enter the National Dogsled Race, who's prize is exactly $500. All he needs to do is beat the legendary dog
sledder Stone Fox, who's never lost a race. Willy and Searchlight have a hard road ahead of them if they want to compete. One last
sacriﬁce may be what it takes in order to win.

MAPPING SKILLS WITH GOOGLE EARTH: MAPPING CULTURAL FEATURES
Classroom Complete Press **This is the chapter slice "Mapping Cultural Features" from the full lesson plan "Mapping Skills with
Google Earth"** Students will learn in-depth how to read and create maps with our engaging resource designed for students in grades
three to ﬁve. Students will expand their knowledge of the elements on a map by exploring the lines of latitude, longitude and time
zones. Then, students will learn about geographical and cultural features by exploring topographic and choropleth maps. Finally,
students will learn the states and provinces found in North America as well as the diﬀerent countries that make up the world.
Comprised of reading passages, map activities, crossword, word search and comprehension quiz, our resource incorporates
curriculum-based lessons with Google Earth™ so students can further understand map reading with the help of visual and interactive
technology. All of our content meets the Common Core State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

MAPPING SKILLS WITH GOOGLE EARTH: BASICS OF MAP READING
Classroom Complete Press **This is the chapter slice "Basics of Map Reading" from the full lesson plan "Mapping Skills with Google
Earth"** Students will learn in-depth how to read and create maps with our engaging resource designed for students in grades three
to ﬁve. Students will expand their knowledge of the elements on a map by exploring the lines of latitude, longitude and time zones.
Then, students will learn about geographical and cultural features by exploring topographic and choropleth maps. Finally, students will
learn the states and provinces found in North America as well as the diﬀerent countries that make up the world. Comprised of reading
passages, map activities, crossword, word search and comprehension quiz, our resource incorporates curriculum-based lessons with
Google Earth™ so students can further understand map reading with the help of visual and interactive technology. All of our content
meets the Common Core State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

THE LION, THE WITCH AND THE WARDROBE - LITERATURE KIT GR. 5-6
Classroom Complete Press Travel through a wardrobe to discover your destiny. The activity sheets are great for accountability of
the information. Students put themselves in Peter's shoes and imagine how he feels about staying at the Professor's house. Get into
the mind of Lucy and predict what she will do about what she learns of the wardrobe. Break down the conversation Peter and Susan
have with the Professor to determine why it was so strange. Answer multiple choice questions about Narnia's history based on what
was read in the novel. Create a map of the Witch's fortress. Draw and describe some of the creatures from the book. Aligned to your
State Standards, additional crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel: The Lion,
the Witch and the Wardrobe mirrors the diﬃculties of war at home with conﬂict in a fantastical land. Lucy, Edmund, Peter, and Susan
have been sent to live in the country to get away from the air-raids that are aﬀecting London. They ﬁnd themselves in the care of an
old Professor in a large house. To spend the time, the children roam about the house, investigating every nook and cranny. In one
particular room lies a large wardrobe ﬁlled with fur coats. It's inside this wardrobe that the children ﬁnd themselves traveling to the
magical land of Narnia. Here, the children are immediately plunged into a conﬂict between the inhabitants of Narnia and the Witch
that have cursed them. The children learn that they are part of a prophecy that foretells two human boys and two human girls will
defeat the Witch and bring peace to the land. The group meet up with Aslan before an epic battle that sees the children victorious and
prosperous as the new Kings and Queens of Narnia. This magical tale allows children to gain control over their destiny and ﬁght for the
rights of others.

MAPPING SKILLS WITH GOOGLE EARTH: MAP YOUR COUNTRY
Classroom Complete Press **This is the chapter slice "Map Your Country" from the full lesson plan "Mapping Skills with Google
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Earth"** Students will learn in-depth how to read and create maps with our engaging resource designed for students in grades three
to ﬁve. Students will expand their knowledge of the elements on a map by exploring the lines of latitude, longitude and time zones.
Then, students will learn about geographical and cultural features by exploring topographic and choropleth maps. Finally, students will
learn the states and provinces found in North America as well as the diﬀerent countries that make up the world. Comprised of reading
passages, map activities, crossword, word search and comprehension quiz, our resource incorporates curriculum-based lessons with
Google Earth™ so students can further understand map reading with the help of visual and interactive technology. All of our content
meets the Common Core State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

MAPPING SKILLS WITH GOOGLE EARTH: LATITUDE, LONGITUDE AND TIME ZONES
Classroom Complete Press **This is the chapter slice "Latitude, Longitude and Time Zones" from the full lesson plan "Mapping
Skills with Google Earth"** Students will learn in-depth how to read and create maps with our engaging resource designed for students
in grades three to ﬁve. Students will expand their knowledge of the elements on a map by exploring the lines of latitude, longitude
and time zones. Then, students will learn about geographical and cultural features by exploring topographic and choropleth maps.
Finally, students will learn the states and provinces found in North America as well as the diﬀerent countries that make up the world.
Comprised of reading passages, map activities, crossword, word search and comprehension quiz, our resource incorporates
curriculum-based lessons with Google Earth™ so students can further understand map reading with the help of visual and interactive
technology. All of our content meets the Common Core State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

LITERATURE-BASED VOCABULARY ACTIVITIES FOR GRADES 4-8 FICTION
Teacher Created Materials These vocabulary activities for three popular novels incorporate key skills from the Common Core. The
activities integrate vocabulary with a study of the texts. Includes text-dependent questions, deﬁnitions, and text-based sentences.

ESPERANZA RISING - LITERATURE KIT GR. 5-6
Classroom Complete Press Experience the hardships of starting over during the Great Depression. The activities act as a great
jumping-oﬀ point for teaching in a student-guided manner. Students put themselves in Esperanza's shoes and describe her changing
viewpoints as she becomes exposed to the lives of those poorer than she once was. Determine whether a strike will cause conﬂict
later in the story based on what is already known. Put events in order as they happen immediately following the death of Esperanza's
father. Make predictions on the outcome of Esperanza's attempts to get a job. Compare the mythological story of the phoenix to that
of Esperanza. Compare the diﬀerent settings of the book, from Esperanza's home in Mexico to the work camps in California. Aligned to
your State Standards, additional crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel:
Esperanza Rising tells the story of a young girl who's world gets turned upside-down, and must ﬂee to America to start a new life.
Esperanza Ortega grew up in luxury on her father's ranch in Mexico. She had servants, nice clothes and lavish parties. Her sheltered
life comes crashing down when her father is killed by renegades while tending to a broken fence on his property. Their home is left to
Esperanza and her mother, but the land is left to her father's stepbrothers. After their home is burned down, Esperanza, her mother
and a few loyal servants ﬂee to America to start better lives. Unfortunately for them, it's the Great Depression and their new lives
won't be so great. Esperanza is immediately ﬂung into poverty and struggles to adjust. When they make it to the States, Esperanza
falls into a deep depression. When her mother becomes sick, Esperanza must grow up and learn to appreciate what she has. This
riches-to-rags story shows that it's not what you possess that bring you happiness, but the people you share it with.

CRISS CROSS - LITERATURE KIT GR. 5-6
Classroom Complete Press Students get insight into themselves while reading about this group of teenagers' journey to selfdiscovery. Incorporate a variety of challenging questions dealing with opinions of the reader as well as asking for evidence from the
text to support those opinions. Come up with reasons why most people tend to be reluctant to speak their mind. Identify what
motivated Pastor Don to give free guitar lessons. Students ﬁnd quotations that may appear next to their picture in a yearbook and
reﬂect on how it applies to them. Write complete sentences using vocabulary words found in the text. Design an information card for
the Rhododendron plant. List the main events from the novel in the order in which they happened on a Sequence Chart. Aligned to
your State Standards, additional crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel:
Criss Cross is a Newbery Medal-winning story about several teenage characters living in the small town of Seldem in the 1970s. The
story intersects between several characters, each with their own issues and each one trying to discover who they are as individuals.
There is the shy, introspective Debbie; the multitalented Lenny; the nerdy, guitar-playing Hector; and the brainy, all-together sister of
Hector, Rowanne. Criss Cross is a story that deals with ﬁrst love, the importance of communication among friends and family, selfidentity, and coming-of-age. Each character is portrayed in a refreshingly unique and poignant manner, creating a novel that is both
humorous and thought-provoking throughout.

OLD YELLER - LITERATURE KIT GR. 5-6
Classroom Complete Press Discover the power behind the friendship of a boy and his dog. The easy-to-use format allows for lots of
variety in activities to go along with the book. Enter the mind of Travis as he explains his feelings after shooting the deer. Identify
statements about the novel as true or false. Describe how Travis' attitudes change towards certain characters from the story. Predict
what will become of Old Yeller based on events from previous chapters. Conduct a study on women settlers and describe how you
would feel if put in their position. Categorize the diﬀerent dangers Travis faces throughout the novel on a graphic organizer. Aligned to
your State Standards, additional crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel: Old
Yeller tells the story of a boy, his dog, and the events that lead to their unlikely friendship. Travis Coates has no need for a dog,
regardless of what his father tells him. Instead, he wants a horse. Travis’ father promises to bring one home for him if he is able to
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step up and take care of the farm while his father is away. The 14-year-old takes this newfound responsibility to heart and sets out to
prove that he deserves the title of “man of the house”. A short time after Travis’ father leaves the farm, a stray dog wanders onto
their property. The Coates family name him “Old Yeller” in part because of his ﬁlthy yellow fur. Travis wants no part of this nuisance
dog. He comes to change his mind when Old Yeller saves Travis’ younger brother from a bear. From then on, Travis and Old Yeller
become inseparable, leading to Old Yeller helping Travis keep up his duties on the farm. The story progresses in this manner until one
task threatens the health of them both.

SEEDFOLKS - LITERATURE KIT GR. 5-6
Classroom Complete Press Strangers become a community in this heartwarming story about overcoming prejudices and ﬁnding a
common ground. The vocabulary lists and quizzes create a complete resource that saves time while preparing these lessons. Students
make predictions on how certain characters might be connected to each other. Analyze Leona's comments about her experience
dealing with oﬃcials to characterize her feelings towards them. Answer multiple choice questions about Virgil's relationship with his
father. Students explore Sae Young's actions when the thunderstorm ﬁlls the rain collection barrels and relates this back to the
themes of the book. Imagine being Virgil's father and create a business plan for the baby lettuce idea. Detail how the setting of the
book evolves with the characters in a transformation graphic organizer. Aligned to your State Standards and written to Bloom's
Taxonomy, additional crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel: Seedfolks
follows the intertwining stories of several neighbors as they break down barriers and form a community. A vacant lot in Cleveland,
Ohio is not the perfect spot for Kim to plant her lima beans. It's too cold and there's not very much sun. She does this anyways in
honor of her father. Little does she know that this action will intrigue the neighbors she knows only as strangers, and cause a ripple
eﬀect throughout the neighborhood. Each chapter follows a diﬀerent neighbor and their personal journey that brought them to this
vacant lot. People of varying ages, genders, races and religions come together with a shared goal of growing their item of choice.
Some want to start a business, while others want to win back a lost love. The garden blooms from a segregated group of individual
plots into a real community as peoples' guards are lowered and they begin to really know one another. When the season ends, only
time will tell whether this new community will thrive.

MAPPING SKILLS WITH GOOGLE EARTH: MAP ELEMENTS
Classroom Complete Press **This is the chapter slice "Map Elements" from the full lesson plan "Mapping Skills with Google Earth"**
Move on from a basic understanding of map reading to a more complex one with our engaging resource designed for students in
grades six to eight. Students will further develop their ability to read and understand maps by looking at weather and population
maps. Then, students will engage in mapping their country in detail, including states, provinces, capitals, cultural and geographical
features. Finally, students will move on to mapping their continent and then the world. Comprised of reading passages, map activities,
crossword, word search and comprehension quiz, our resource incorporates curriculum-based lessons with Google Earth™ so students
can further understand the complexities of map reading with the help of visual and interactive technology. All of our content meets
the Common Core State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

MAPPING SKILLS WITH GOOGLE EARTH: WEATHER MAPS
Classroom Complete Press **This is the chapter slice "Weather Maps" from the full lesson plan "Mapping Skills with Google Earth"**
Move on from a basic understanding of map reading to a more complex one with our engaging resource designed for students in
grades six to eight. Students will further develop their ability to read and understand maps by looking at weather and population
maps. Then, students will engage in mapping their country in detail, including states, provinces, capitals, cultural and geographical
features. Finally, students will move on to mapping their continent and then the world. Comprised of reading passages, map activities,
crossword, word search and comprehension quiz, our resource incorporates curriculum-based lessons with Google Earth™ so students
can further understand the complexities of map reading with the help of visual and interactive technology. All of our content meets
the Common Core State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

THE BFG - LITERATURE KIT GR. 3-4
Classroom Complete Press Let your heart be warmed by this unlikely tale of friendship and overcoming the odds. Oﬀer a variety of
options to review the material, from pre-reading to post-reading activities. Predict what will happen in the story prior to reading the
events. Put events in order that they happened when Sophie came up with a plan to stop the giants. Find the synonym that matches
the underlined vocabulary word in a sentence. Describe the BFG's movements in the shadows from Sophie's perspective. Students
reﬂect on how the story ends and create their own giant to live in this world. List the characters and ways they were touched by
dreams in a Dreamcatcher Graphic Organizer. Aligned to your State Standards and written to Bloom's Taxonomy, additional
crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel: The BFG is an incredible story about
man-eating giants and one girl's plan to stop them for good. Sophie is a young orphan girl living in England. One night she is having a
hard time sleeping. Deciding to sneak to the window and look out at the dark streets, Sophie sees something strange. An extremely
tall man, sneaking about and looking into the upstairs windows of each home he passes. This man suddenly turns and sees Sophie.
Attempting to hide under the covers of her bed, Sophie is quickly snatched up and taken to a strange world called Giant Country.
There she meets her captor, the Big Friendly Giant. Sophie soon learns the horrifying truth of what happens every night around the
world, and soon comes up with a risky plan to save all humans from the giants.

HOLES - LITERATURE KIT GR. 5-6
Classroom Complete Press Search for buried treasure along with Stanley while solving an age-old mystery that will change lives
forever. We combine comprehension and vocabulary, making it useful for both students and educators. Make an assumption as to
what crime Stanley committed prior to reading the novel. Record the social order of the boys at Camp Green Lake on a diagram of a
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ladder. Provide picture clues to help remember the meaning of the vocabulary words. Use clues to infer details about Hector's life.
Create a handbook to help Stanley deal with bullying. Create character cards about one person from the novel, answering questions
such as how the character acts, feels and likes. Aligned to your State Standards, additional crossword, word search, comprehension
quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel: Meet Stanley Yelnats, an unlikely hero who shows us that even the most
ordinary individual is capable of extraordinary things. A unique and well-crafted story in which events from the past and present are
woven together, ranging from whimsical and entertaining. Wrongly convicted of stealing running shoes, Stanley is given the option of
attending Camp Green Lake, a “camp” where boys dig holes all day, every day. Stanley soon ﬁgures out that there is more to the
hole-digging than building character as the Warden is looking for treasure. Stanley undergoes profound personal growth as he has to
face challenges that would have seemed insurmountable.

THE WAR WITH GRANDPA (ROBERT KIMMEL SMITH)
Classroom Complete Press In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we divide the novel by chapters or sections and feature
reading comprehension and vocabulary questions. In every chapter, we include Before You Read and After You Read questions. The
Before You Read activities prepare students for reading by setting a purpose for reading. They stimulate background knowledge and
experience, and guide students to make connections between what they know and what they will learn. The After You Read activities
check students' comprehension and extend their learning. Students are asked to give thoughtful consideration of the text through
creative and evaluative short-answer questions and journal prompts. Also included are writing tasks, graphic organizers,
comprehension quiz, test prep, word search, and crossword to further develop students' critical thinking and writing skills, and
analysis of the text. About the Novel: The War with Grandpa is a story about a young boy and his grandfather at odds. 10-year-old
Peter Stokes loves his grandfather and is excited to learn that he will be coming to live with the family. That is, until he learns that
grandpa will be taking over Peter's bedroom. Peter's two best friends encourage Peter to stand his ground and do something about
this injustice. Peter soon declares war on his grandfather, who proves to be an even match. The two attack and counterattack each
other until escalations lead to one ﬁnally surrendering. The War with Grandpa is a gripping story about intergenerational family
relationships. All of our content is aligned to your State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

THE VIEW FROM SATURDAY - LITERATURE KIT GR. 5-6
Classroom Complete Press In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we divide the novel by chapters or sections and feature
reading comprehension and vocabulary questions. In every chapter, we include Before You Read and After You Read questions. The
Before You Read activities prepare students for reading by setting a purpose for reading. They stimulate background knowledge and
experience, and guide students to make connections between what they know and what they will learn. The After You Read activities
check students' comprehension and extend their learning. Students are asked to give thoughtful consideration of the text through
creative and evaluative short-answer questions and journal prompts. Also included are writing tasks, graphic organizers,
comprehension quiz, test prep, word search, and crossword to further develop students' critical thinking and writing skills, and
analysis of the text. About the Novel: The View From Saturday is a Newbery Medal winning story about four gifted students and their
life-altering journeys. Noah, Nadia, Ethan and Julian make up the four members of The Souls, a group of 6th grade students competing
in the Academic Bowl. Led by Mrs. Olinski, their teacher who has become a paraplegic after a serious car crash, the group must face
challenges that will shape their lives as they move through the competition. The story progresses through diﬀerent perspectives given
from each of the four members of The Souls. Each story, told in the ﬁrst-person, describes an event that relates to a question they
were asked in the Academic Bowl ﬁnals. Will The Souls successfully rise through the ranks to become state champions? All of our
content is aligned to your State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

THE WATSONS GO TO BIRMINGHAM - 1963 - LITERATURE KIT GR. 5-6
Classroom Complete Press A family travels south in hopes of straightening out their misbehaving son, only to experience violence
and racism that threaten their safety. The worksheets are laid out in a way that “makes sense” for students to follow along with the
novel. Put events from the novel in the order they occur at Kenny’s school. Predict whether Kenny will be able to mend his friendship
with Rufus. Explain why Kenny and his mother react a certain way to Byron’s hairstyle choice. Put yourselves into the author’s shoes
and speculate why Kenny’s near-drowning experience was put into a certain perspective. Design a sign to post at Collier’s Landing to
warn people that it is not safe to swim there. Identify elements of literature from the novel with a story elements graphic organizer.
Aligned to your State Standards and written to Bloom's Taxonomy, additional crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer
key are also included. About the Novel: The Watsons Go to Birmingham – 1963 follows Kenny and his family as they experience
ﬁrsthand the violence and racism engulﬁng the South in the 1960s. Kenny is a fourth grader living with his family in Flint, Michigan.
The winters are cold and the family must huddle together for warmth. At school, Kenny experiences bullying from his classmates, only
saved by his brother—the biggest bully of all—who picks on Kenny at home. The two look after their younger sister as she starts to
learn right from wrong in Sunday school. As Kenny’s brother’s behavior starts to get out-of-control, their mom and dad decide to send
him down to Birmingham, Alabama to live with his grandmother over the summer. Hoping she’ll straighten him out, the family sets oﬀ
in their “Brown Bomber” on the long drive down south. When they arrive, they experience fear, violence and racism that culminates in
a tragedy that shakes them to their core. From this experience, Kenny must overcome his insecurities and deal with real world issues
at a very young age.

THE EGYPT GAME - LITERATURE KIT GR. 5-6
Classroom Complete Press In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we divide the novel by chapters or sections and feature
reading comprehension and vocabulary questions. In every chapter, we include Before You Read and After You Read questions. The
Before You Read activities prepare students for reading by setting a purpose for reading. They stimulate background knowledge and
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experience, and guide students to make connections between what they know and what they will learn. The After You Read activities
check students' comprehension and extend their learning. Students are asked to give thoughtful consideration of the text through
creative and evaluative short-answer questions and journal prompts. Also included are writing tasks, graphic organizers,
comprehension quiz, test prep, word search, and crossword to further develop students' critical thinking and writing skills, and
analysis of the text. About the Novel: A lively adventure story, teeming with suspense and humor, and set in the vivid landscapes of
ancient Egypt and modern-day California! April Hall is not your typical sixth grade student, and when she converts a deserted storage
yard into the land of Egypt. Egypt is owned by the mysterious Professor, who turns a blind eye to the activities going on. Limited only
by their vivid imaginations, April and Melanie create the Egypt Game, which grows more and more complex and interesting. At the
novel’s conclusion, it is the Professor, himself, who comes to the rescue, saving April and Egypt itself. In the process, the Professor
reveals his colorful past to the Gang and presents them with their own personal keys to the land of Egypt. All of our content is aligned
to your State Standards and are written to Bloom's Taxonomy.

ROLL OF THUNDER, HEAR MY CRY - LITERATURE KIT GR. 7-8
Classroom Complete Press Experience the importance of land and eﬀects of racism on an African-American family living in the
South in the 1930s. The questions are challenging enough to push students to think deeply about the text. Imagine what Little Man is
beginning to learn after the incident with the school books. Explain what Cassie is suggesting when the kids talk about Mr. Morrison’s
arrival. Answer comprehension questions about Uncle Hammer’s visit for Christmas. Put yourself in Cassie’s shoes and explain what
the Logan land means to her family. Research how racism and slavery look today, then rewrite the 13th Amendment to reﬂect these
modern times. Create a social media proﬁle for one of the characters in the book. Aligned to your State Standards and written to
Bloom's Taxonomy, additional crossword, word search, comprehension quiz and answer key are also included. About the Novel: Roll of
Thunder, Hear My Cry tells the story of an African-American family and their struggles while living in southern Mississippi during the
Great Depression. The story follows Cassie, a young girl part of the Logan family. This family is lucky, they own their own farm land.
However, they are in danger of losing it. As Cassie struggles to accept “how things are” in their town for African-Americans, she
witnesses ﬁrsthand the prejudice and racism that her family and others experience on a daily basis. Living in the South is dangerous
during this time. Many families just like Cassie’s struggle to make ends meet. They remain in debt and forced to shop at the Wallace
Store, who’s owners commit unspeakable violence against them. In an attempt to change how things are, the Logan family puts
themselves and their livelihood in danger. As Cassie grows, she begins to experience the injustice that plagues the people in her
community.

HOOT - LITERATURE KIT GR. 5-6
Classroom Complete Press In this State Standards-aligned Literature Kit™, we divide the novel by chapters or sections and feature
reading comprehension and vocabulary questions. In every chapter, we include Before You Read and After You Read questions. The
Before You Read activities prepare students for reading by setting a purpose for reading. They stimulate background knowledge and
experience, and guide students to make connections between what they know and what they will learn. The After You Read activities
check students' comprehension and extend their learning. Students are asked to give thoughtful consideration of the text through
creative and evaluative short-answer questions and journal prompts. Also included are writing tasks, graphic organizers,
comprehension quiz, test prep, word search, and crossword to further develop students' critical thinking and writing skills, and
analysis of the text. About the Novel: Hoot is the delightful story of Roy Eberhardt, who ﬁnds himself in the unenviable position of
being the new boy at his school. Roy’s trouble-ﬁlled life, however, takes a turn for the better when he encounters a peculiar “running
boy” who answers only to “Mullet Fingers”. The two boys save a colony of burrowing owls from being disrupted at a local construction
site. Along the way they learn many life lessons as they deal with many challenges. Roy and Mullet Fingers gather help in their quest
from some of the most unexpected sources and ﬁnally uncover the truth about how Mother Paula is attempting to circumvent the law
in having their restaurant built on that particular site. All of our content is aligned to your State Standards and are written to Bloom's
Taxonomy.
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